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It is shown that the standard quantum Brownian equation (QBE) can violate positivity not only past the 
thermal correlation time, but at arbitrarily long times at high system frequencies.  In an effort to improve 
the standard QBE, exact operator solutions are provided for a class of non-autonomous master equations.  
These exact solutions are used to derive sufficient positivity conditions for the coefficients of the master 
equations.   
 
Introduction 
 
When diffusion and dissipation are to be included in non-relativistic dynamics, perhaps 
the most widely used equation is the Kramers equation [1] in phase space, first 
investigated by workers in the first half of the twentieth century [2]. The extension of this 
equation to quantum mechanics for a general potential was derived by Caldeira and 
Leggett [3].  For a harmonic oscillator, the equation takes the form of the standard 
quantum Brownian equation (QBE) [4,5]: 
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where ρ is the density operator, Γ  is a positive coupling constant, 
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Eq. (1) can be derived by a variety of methods by invoking several approximations that 
usually involve high temperatures and sufficiently long times.  Pushing the equation 
beyond these limits introduces anomalies that can include the emergence of non-positive 
density operators [5,7,8,9].  Unfortunately, with several approximations in play, it is not 
a simple matter to quantitatively characterize the regime in which positivity, at least, is 
preserved by Eq. (1).  Comments in Ref. [10] in connection with a Brownian free particle 
might prompt one to conclude that positivity is ensured if two conditions are fulfilled:  
1>>Γh
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The first, a high temperature requirement, is deemed to be necessary to justify a cumulant 
expansion that can lead to the irreversible terms of Eq. (1).  The second condition 
recognizes that positivity failure can occur at times that are short compared to the thermal 
correlation time .  However, below we show that conditions kT/h (3) and (4) are not a 
cure for the positivity problem for the harmonic oscillator, and, surprisingly, that non-
positivity can arise at arbitrarily long times even if these conditions hold, albeit at large 
oscillator frequencies and for certain initial conditions [11 ].  Along the way, we present a 
necessary and sufficient condition for Eq. (1) to preserve positivity. 
 
Instead of pushing Eq. (1) to its limits to try to expand its scope, another approach that 
has been adopted to try to remedy positivity failure involves adding a term proportional 
to { [}
}
pp ,,⋅ 13,14].  This addition is usually made axiomatically, but an attempt has also 
been made to derive such a term [15].  In the next section, we take a critical look at this 
approach. 
 
Exact non-autonomous master equations are known for quadratic systems [5,16,17].  To 
increase the scope of the approximate Eq. (1), one can attempt to modify these exact 
master equations by introducing approximations that are less drastic than those leading to 
Eq. (1).  Although one may question the need to modify an exact result, the motivation 
for doing so arises because the coefficients of the exact master equations are quite 
unmanageable.  For these equations to be of any practical use and to be able to gain 
insights buried in the exact expressions, approximations are usually necessary.   
 
And therein lies a problem: exact equations preserve positivity ipso facto.  As soon as any 
simplifying approximations are introduced, the preservation of positivity is not 
guaranteed.   To provide guidelines for acceptable approximations, below we deduce 
sufficient conditions for the coefficients of a class of generally non-autonomous master 
equations that ensure positivity.  Positivity conditions in non-autonomous/non-Markovian 
master equations have also been examined in [18].  Our approach for formulating such 
sufficient conditions requires us to first find exact solutions for the class of master 
equations, which solutions we provide below in operator form.  But first, let us turn back 
to Eq. (1) and examine more closely the two putative remedies therefor. 
 
Addition of {  term pp ,,⋅
 
The desire to add a term proportional to { }pp ,,⋅  to Eq. (1) stems from the work in [19].  
There, Lindblad examined bounded operators (it has often been assumed that the results 
there apply to unbounded operators as well) and proved for evolution obeying the semi-
group property that a necessary and sufficient condition for a master equation to yield a 
completely positive density operator is that the equation have the form 
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where the  are time-independent operators.  As the machinery in Lindblad’s work is 
involved, let us examine a heuristic argument [
αC
20] that shows how the form of Eq. (5) 
arises. 
 
In the absence of any coupling between the system of interest and environment, suppose ( )tρ were governed by ( ) ( )[ ] ,/,/ itHdttd hρρ = where H is time-independent.  With the 
coupling turned on, this last equation is modified, but assume that the modified 
propagator satisfies the semi-group property, U ( )21 tt + =U ( )1t U ( )2t for , and 
that the evolution of 
0, 21 ≥tt( )tρ  is completely positive.  This means that there exist operators 
 such that ( )tWα ( ) =tρ U ( ) ( ) ∑= α αρ Wt 0 † ( ) ( ) ( )tWt αρ 0  with ( ) αα α WtW∑ † ( )t =1.  
Define the interaction picture as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tUttUtI ρρ 1−= where ( ) ( hitHUdttdU // = ) .  We 
compute
( ) ( ) ( )
t
ttt
dt
td II
t
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( )∑ Δ+= −↓Δ α αWttUt 10 [lim † ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ttUtWtt Δ+ΔΔ αρ † 
( ) ( ) αα WtWtU Δ− −12
1 † ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ααρρ WtWttUtUtt Δ−Δ −12
1 † ( ) ( )tUtΔ ]/            (7) tΔ
Introducing the decomposition ( ) ( ) ( )ItctAtW ααα += , we obtain  
( ) =
dt
td Iρ  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( )∑ Δ+Δ−Δ −↓Δα αααα ρ AtctAttAtUtt [,,(2
1lim 10
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                (8) 
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Reverting back to the Schrodinger picture, we obtain ( ) ( )[ ] ( ){∑−+=
α
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which has the same form as Eq. (5).  If we were to compare the standard QBE to this last 
equation for the special case pbqaC ααα +=  , we would notice that the standard QBE is 
missing a term proportional to { }pp ,,⋅ . This has motivated many workers to add such a 
term, although some authors have remarked that for Brownian motion a {  term is 
difficult to justify physically [
}pp ,,⋅
10]. In Ref. [15], an attempt was made to derive such a 
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term.  Unfortunately, the derivation requires that some terms be omitted that are no 
smaller than those appearing in the final equation [21]. 
 
For the most part, a term proportional to { }pp ,,⋅  has arisen in the quantum Brownian 
literature by fiat.  For example, in Ref. [22], the term { } mkTpp 8/,,⋅− γ ,  
where γ is a characteristic damping rate, was added to Eq. (1) to ensure that positivity is 
preserved.  However, one drawback of this procedure is that it is not unique.  For 
example, when added to Eq. (1), any term { }ppb ,,⋅−  where mkTb 8/Γ≥ ensures 
positivity preservation [23]. 
 
In any case, even with a { }pp ,,⋅  term, an autonomous equation having the semi-group 
property and of Lindblad form (i.e. of the form of Eq. (5)) cannot be valid at short times 
when such an equation derives from a total Hamiltonian with factorized coupling and 
initial condition [21].  To see this, compute 
dt
d 2ρTr  at the initial time.  The answer is 
zero.   Physically this means that instantaneously the system behaves reversibly when 
initially pure, the bath interactions having not yet had a dissipative effect.  On the other 
hand, at the initial time and with initial normalized condition ψψ , Eq. (5) yields 
dt
d { }ψψψψρ α αα∑−= CCTr ,,22 , which is typically negative. Recognizing 
discrepancies predicted by Eq. (1) in the inner limit, workers have suggested that Eq. (1) 
is only valid at longer times under certain conditions.  We next examine this statement 
more closely. 
 
 
Non-positivity at arbitrarily long times for the standard QBE 
 
To determine if Eq. (1) violates positivity, it is sufficient to examine expectation values at 
, from which it can be concluded that it does [0=t 9].  To determine when Eq. (1) 
violates positivity, it is necessary to examine behavior at arbitrary times.  In Ref. [24], a 
version of Eq. (1), in which kT is replaced by ( )[ ]2/11 1/0 +− −kTe ωω hh , was used to 
analyze the temporal behavior of positivity for a particular class of initial conditions 
(squeezed states).  In this section, we relax this last constraint and analyze in a different 
manner the temporal behavior of positivity for any initial condition that evolves 
according to Eq. (1). 
 
In the interaction picture, where ( ) [ ] ( )tet HitI ρρ h/,⋅= , and using the techniques expounded 
in Ref. [25], we find the following solution of Eq. (1): 
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been chosen (see Appendix 2 for a related discussion).  The sign of 
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Paying heed to non-commuting operators, suppose we were to combine the two 
exponents of Eq. (13) into one: ( ) )0()( ρρ tLI et = .  Then the theorem in Appendix 1 and 
the corollary in Ref. [26] (see also [25]) allow us to paint the following picture.  At times 
when , signifying that there are more than enough fluctuations 
to preserve positivity at such times, can be written as , 
where the and  are time-dependent, generally complex numbers, and positivity is 
preserved. When  is zero, say at time ' , is given by 
†
0sinhsin 22
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{' BtΓ− ( 't ), †^, B⋅ ( ) }, and there are just enough fluctuations to preserve positivity.  In 
this case, it is also of interest to note that there exist initial states that evolve after a time 
 to pure states [
't
't 27].  In particular, suppose first we take for an initial state ( ) ( )'' tt ββ  
where ( )'tβ  is an eigenvector of  with eigenvalue( )'^ tB ( )'tβ .  Such states β , dubbed 
two-photon coherent states in the quantum optics literature, have been studied in [28].  
Next, consider the following identities, which are suggested from results in Zel’dovitch et 
al. [29] and which after the fact can be proved by introducing a parameter in the 
exponential on the left-hand side and showing that both sides of the resultant identities 
obey the same differential equation: 
 
Ar{exp[− †, †A,⋅ }]=e -rA†A[ [exp ( ) AAe r ⋅− −21 †] ρ ]e -rA†A                                           (16) 
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and 
Ar{exp[− , }]=e A,⋅ -rAA† [ [exp ( )Ae r21 −− † A⋅ ] ρ ]e -rAA†    (17) 
 
where A is any operator satisfying [A, A †]=1 and is a c-function [0≥r 30].  Using 
relation (16), we get 
†( ) ^{'exp[' BttI Γ−=ρ ( ), †'t ^, B⋅ ( ) }]'t ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) '' '''' tt etettt Γ−Γ−= ββββ .  Finally, if 
 is positive at a specific time, then uru 22
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negative parameters, and a complex parameter with
1R 2R
3R
2
321 RRR −  being less than zero, 
signifying that there are not enough fluctuations for positivity to hold at that specific time 
for all initial states.  To summarize, for evolution governed by Eq. (1), the density 
operator is positive at a particular time for all initial states if and only if 
 at that particular time. 0sinhsin 22
~
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⎞⎜⎝
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These results make clear under what conditions non-positivity can linger.  As an 
example, let (by letting +→ 0r
kT2
ωh  approach unity from below), and fix  to satisfy 
condition 
~η
(3).  Then the maximum u at which  is positive grows 
without bound.  And this trick can be performed while satisfying conditions 
uru 22
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(3) and (4), 
which demonstrates that these conditions alone cannot generally ensure positivity. 
 
The foregoing analysis should not be taken to imply that there do not exist regions of 
parameter space that ensure positivity for Eq. (1) at sufficiently long times (regions 
ensuring positivity are precisely those for which ).  Rather, we 
have just seen that the particular conditions 
uru 22
~
2 sinhsin −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛η 0≤
(3) and (4) are not sufficient. 
 
To see how one can improve the standard QBE to make it more universally valid, we 
next present some exact operator solutions for a class of non-autonomous master 
equations. 
 
Exact solutions of a class of master equations 
 
Exact solutions of autonomous harmonic oscillator master equations have been found 
using operator [31] and path integral [32] techniques. However, when starting from a 
total Hamiltonian consisting of a harmonic oscillator coupled to a reservoir, the exact 
master equations derived therefrom turn out to be non-autonomous and typically of the 
form  
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where ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 22212211 ptbpqqptbqtbtHs +++≡ , with  and  being real 
continuous functions, and with and  being complex continuous functions such that 
[
1221211 ,,, kbbb 2k
3k 4k
4
*
3 kk = 5,16].  As a notable example, Eq. (1) derives from such equations after certain 
limiting approximations [5].   
 
A non-autononomous model, in which the Hamiltonian is time-dependent but the 
irreversible terms are the familiar time-independent ones from the quantum optical 
master equation, was investigated in Ref. [33] using operator techniques similar to the 
ones used below.  However, we work in the usual space of density operators, instead of a 
“super-Hilbert space” of density operator kets ρ  considered in [33].  In this vein, a 
“superoperatorial” approach was used to treat certain non-Markovian master equations in 
Ref. [34].  Brownian evolution has also been previously examined using the Wei-
Norman method [25] for solvable Lie algebras that we use below.  In some recent work 
[35], this method has been used to make some general observations for certain non-
autonomous master equations and to analyze a two-level spin system.    
 
In this section, we turn our attention to Eq. (18), and first remark that the desire to 
simplify the coefficients therein (the k’s in Eq. (18)) is understandable because these 
coefficients are typically unwieldy. In addition, by simplifying the coefficients, the 
important underlying physics becomes transparent.  What would therefore be desirable is 
to approximate the k’s while ensuring that solutions of Eq. (18) remain positive.  We will 
proceed to characterize the types of approximations that preserve positivity, but first we 
need to find exact solutions for Eq. (18). 
 
The operators in the master equation (18) form a closed algebra in view of the following 
table of commutators [25,36]: 
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{ }pp ,,⋅    0 { }ppi ,,2 ⋅h  { }ppi ,,2 ⋅− h  
{ }qp ,,⋅     0 { }
{ }pqi
qpi
,,2
,,2
⋅−
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h
h
 
{ }pq ,,⋅      0 
 
Table (1) 
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For example, { } { }[ ] { } { }( )pqqpipqqp ,,,,2,,,,, ⋅+⋅−=⋅⋅ h .  Because the algebra is closed, we 
are prompted to consider the following ansatz (cf. Ref. [25]): 
( ) ( ) { } { }( ) { } { }( ) { } { } ( )0rev,,,,,,,,,,,,4 12341 ρρ Uqqwppwqppqwqppqwi eeeet ⋅−⋅−⋅+⋅⋅−⋅−= h    (19) 
where revrev UL
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where and are scalars and the two operators A and B satisfy1r 2r [ ] BBA =, , 
 
and some of the commutation relations in Table (1), we can combine all of the 
exponentials as follows: 
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The Wei-Norman method [38] can be used to relate the coefficients in the preceding 
exponent to the coefficients of the master equation. We find the following system of 
differential equations: 
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with 
( )∫ −= t dtkkiw 0 434 '2h ,                             (23) 
and initial conditions ( ) ( ) ( ) 0000 321 === www .  For later use, we note the following 
identity that follows from the system (22): 
( )[ ]∫ +−+=− t w dtwkkwkwkewww 0 34312212321 '4                  (24) 
The validity of this last equation can be demonstrated by differentiating both sides and 
using Eq. (22). 
 
Using well known techniques, the solution of the system of differential equations (22) 
may be obtained readily: 
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where  is the principal matrix solution of the associated homogeneous system ( stw ,Π )
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The last homogeneous equation may be difficult to solve when the coefficients depend 
on time.  We therefore provide a technique that reduces the problem of solving Eq. 
ijb
    
(26) to one of solving one-dimensional harmonic oscillator equations with time 
dependent coefficients.  To wit, as can be confirmed by first differentiating out the terms 
and then using Eq.     (26) and (cf. Eq. 02,3,2,1 =− hhh www (24)), we find that 
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This is a Riccati equation in the variable hwdt
d
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which is the equation of harmonic oscillator with time-dependent friction and frequency.  
Likewise, we find 
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The transformation hwdt
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dt
d
,22 lnln2 ≡ leads to 
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If we could find solutions of Eqs. (28) and (30), ( )hhh www ,3,2,1 ,,  could be built up 
therefrom, followed by the computation of ( )stw ,Π  and finally ( )321 ,, www .  With the last 
trio in hand, the solution of Eq. (18) is given by Eq. (21). 
 
Example: Harmonic oscillator bilinearly coupled to a heat bath 
 
Consider a harmonic oscillator (system of interest) bilinearly coupled to an infinite 
number of other oscillators (reservoir or bath).  The total Hamiltonian describing such a 
system of interest and reservoir is 
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where  and are the canonical coordinates of the system of 
interest and reservoir, respectively.   If the model represented by Hamiltonian (3) is 
replaced by one having continuous frequencies with Ullersma’s [
),( 00 pq ),...,,,...,( 11 NN ppqq
4] spectral strength 
function 
             22
222)( ωα
ωκα
πω +=f ,     (32) 
 
whereα plays the role of a high frequency cut-off, κ is a measure of the coupling strength 
between the system of interest and the reservoir, and ω are the frequencies of the 
reservoir oscillators, and if a factorized initial state is assumed (with the bath in thermal 
equilibrium), an exact master equation may be computed.  This master equation was 
derived and solved in the Wigner representation by Haake and Reibold [5].  In our 
notation, this master equation reads: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }qtptfitdtqtfmpqqptf
m
p
i
t
dt
d
pppqpqpp ,,22
1,
24
1
2
1
2
2
2
ρρρ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −+−= hhh
( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }qtqtdmptqtfitd pppppq ,,,,22
1
22 ρρ h
h
h −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+                 (33) 
 
where the coefficients, after correcting a couple of typographical errors, are provided in 
Ref. [5]: 
( ) 2....2.. / RAAAtf pq ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−= ,                 (34) 
( ) 2...... / RAAAAtf pp ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−= ,                 (35) 
( ) YfXfYtd pppqpp −−= .. 2
1
2
1 , and                (36) 
( ) XfXfXYtd pqpppq −−+−= ... 2
1
2
1 ,                (37) 
 
with ∫ ∫∞ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= 0
2
0
'
2
coth)'(')(
2
)(
kT
tAedtfdtX
t
ti ω
ω
ωω ω hh ,             (38) 
 
 ∫ ∫∞ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= 0
2
0
.
'
2
coth)'(')(
2
)(
kT
tAedtfdtY
t
ti ω
ω
ωω ω hh ,              (39) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] [ ] ( ) ( ) ,
)3(
sinexp)2(cosexp)2(exp2
22
2221
Ω+Γ−
ΩΓ−Γ−Ω+Γ−Ω+ΩΓ−−−ΓΓ=
−
α
αα tttttA  
 10
              (40) 
and 
..2.
AAAR −=              (41) 
(we assume Γ≥ 3α to ensure that the last radicand is positive), 
such that           
 
 ( ) 22
2
2 Ω+Γ−=Γ α
ακ , 2
2
2
2
Γ−Γ−=Ω α
αω , and ακωω −= 202 ω(  must be non-negative 
for to have a minimum).  For what follows, we note that , 
provided
TH 10
2 ≤< R
Γ≥ 3α , and . ( ) 10 =R
 
Equation (33) is of the form of Eq. (18) and therefore can be solved using the foregoing 
method after plugging the appropriate coefficients of Eq. (33) into the inhomogeneous 
component of Eq. (22). 
 
Noting that  
∫−= t ppdtfw 04 ' ,           (42) 
we can solve for ( ) : 321 ,, www
( ) ⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=
2
,,
2
1,,
.
22321
X
m
XmY
R
www h .        (43) 
 
 
Using Eq. (21), we find the following operator solution [25].   
( )
{ } { }
( ) { } ( ) { } ⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+−⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−−
⋅+⋅
−= pqRiXqpRiX
ppX
m
qqmY
R
Rt
,,1
2
1,,1
2
1
,,1,,
12
lnexp)(
2
.
2
.22
2
hhh
ρ       
( ) ( ) ( )tMtMtN ~~ 0)( ρ× † )(tN †,        (44) 
 
where the unitary operators and N
~
M are characterized in Appendix 2. 
 
As shown in Appendix 2, and defining the interaction picture operator 
†( ) ~MtI =ρ ( )t N † ( )t ( ) ( ) ( )tMtNt ~ρ ,       (45) 
Eq. (44) can be put into a manifestly positive form.  To wit, 
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( ) ( ) { }
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⋅⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+−−= − BBRXXYRRtI ,,1
2
1
4
111ln
2
1
2
lnexp 2
2/12.
2
2
hρ
( ) { } ( )0,,1
2
1
4
111ln
2
1exp ††2
2/12.
2 ρ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+−× − BBRXXYR h  (46) 
where , characterized in Appendix 2, satisfies ( )tB ( ) BtB ,[ † ( ) 1] =t . Since , 
the factors in front of 
( ) 10 2 ≤< tR
B{ † †B,,⋅ } and B{ B,,⋅ } are non-positive.  With the use of relations 
 and , we immediately have a solution that is manifestly positive. (16) (17)
 
 
Like Eq. (33), exact master equations derived from other models typically have 
complicated coefficients.  It would be eminently desirable to approximate the coefficients 
in equations like (33).  However, as soon as we introduce an approximation, the equation 
is no longer exact and all bets are off as regards positivity.  In the next section, we 
formulate conditions for the k’s that ensure positivity, thereby providing guidance for the 
types of approximations that can be introduced. 
 
Positivity conditions 
 
As the examples in Ref. [5] attest, exact non-autonomous master equations need not be of 
Lindblad form with time-dependent coefficients.  Instead of expressions for dtd /ρ , one 
can examine one or more exponents of the propagator to probe positivity, as has been 
done for Brownian systems [25].  In this section, we relate coefficients in these exponents 
to coefficients in the master equation, thereby providing several sets of relations 
involving the k’s that are sufficient to ensure positivity.   
 
In Ref. [26], a direct corollary of Lindblad’s work [19] was presented [23] which when 
applied to Eq. (21) states  that if ( )0ρ is an allowable initial state, then the density 
operator ( )tρ is positive for any at which0≥t ( ) ,01 ≥tw  ( ) 02 ≥tw , and  
( ) ( ) ( ) 0
4
1
2
2
321
4 ≥⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−− h
wetwtwtw .       (47) 
It is convenient to introduce variables 
( ) ( ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −−+≡ −− 121,2,,2,,, 432112114321 wewwwwwuuuu hh ηηηη )     (48) 
where η  is any positive constant introduced to make the  dimensionless.  Then 
inequality 
ju
(47) is equivalent to 
0≥μμuu ,          (49) 
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where generally  .  The notation is warranted because, as 
shown in Appendix 3, under a metaplectic transformation, the variables  
transform to  but u  remains invariant: 
2
4
2
3
2
2
2
1 vvvvvv −−−≡μμ
( )4321 ,,, uuuu( )4321 ',',',' uuuu μμu
)
μ
μ
μ
μ uuuu ='' .           (50) 
In terms of the variables , the system of differential equations ( 321 ,, uuu (22) becomes 
 
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+
−
+
+
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
++−
−−−
+−−
=
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
−−
−
−
43
21
1
21
1
3
2
1
2211
1
2211
1
2211
1
12
2211
1
12
3
2
1
4
2
0
02
20
2
kk
kk
kk
e
u
u
u
bbbb
bbb
bbb
u
u
u
dt
d w ηη
ηη
ηηηη
ηη
ηη
h
 
           (51) 
 
with initial conditions ( ) ( ) ( ) 0000 321 === uuu , and where, again, . ( )∫ −= t dtkkiw 0 434 '2h
The solution of the system (51) is 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )∫ ∫ ⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+
−
+
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −Π=
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
t
s
u ds
sksk
sksk
sksk
dttktkist
u
u
u
0
43
21
1
21
1
0 43
3
2
1
'''2exp,
2
ηη
ηη
hh    (52) 
and 
( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −= ∫ 1'''2exp41 0 434
t
dttktkiu h       (53) 
where  is the principal matrix solution of the homogeneous system associated 
with Eq. 
( stu ,Π )
(51).  
 
 
We have thus formulated in terms of the k’s one set of sufficient conditions for Eq. (18) 
to be positive: provided  ( ) ( )tutu 21 ≥ and the initial state is allowable,      (54) 
then a sufficient condition for ( )tρ to be positive is that relation (49) hold at time t.  If 
( )tρ is to be positive for all , then it is sufficient that 0≥t (49) and (54) hold for all .  
We emphasize that although it appears that relation 
0≥t
(49) is given in terms of the u’s 
instead of the k’s, we can use expressions (52) and (53) to rewrite relation (49) in terms 
of the k’s. 
 
For computational purposes, we can do better, however.  Introducing 
 ( ) (( )43432112114321 ,,,1,,, kkikkkkkkhhhh −+−+≡ −− ηηηηh )     (55) 
 
and using Eqs. (24), (47) and (48), we find that   
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∫ ∫ ≥⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛t t dtdthhu0 '0 42 0'''2exp hμμ        (56) 
 and conditions (54) are sufficient to ensure that ( )tρ is positive. 
 
Finally, since the exponent in relation (56) is real, we also find that ( )tρ is positive at all 
times if conditions (54) hold and  
0≥μμhu           (57) 
at all times.  The quantity is invariant under a metaplectic transformation since 
and 
μ
μhu
( ) ( ) dtuuduhu /41 142 μμμμ −− += h 44 'uu = .  Compared to relation (49), the relation 
(57) is probably easier to work with since it is linear in the u’s. With the  given by Eqs. μu
(52) and (53), and the given by Eq. μh (55), these are sufficient conditions for the k’s of 
Eq. (18) to ensure positivity [39]. 
   
Discussion 
 
Notwithstanding the cautionary comments above, the standard QBE does have a role to 
play in describing Brownian motion.  An accurate characterization of Brownian motion 
involves several time scales. One scale involves α/1 where α  is a high-frequency cut-off 
of the bath. Because the ∞→α  limit is not uniform in time [5], a boundary layer arises 
at times on the order of α/1  that separates an inner limit and an outer limit.  In the inner 
limit, an inner solution describes the rapid entanglement of the system of interest and the 
bath and is the key to preserving positivity [25].  In the outer limit, high-temperature and 
white-noise approximations can be invoked that lead to the standard QBE.  In Ref. [25], a 
patch was constructed consisting of an inner propagator followed by an outer propagator, 
which is given by the standard QBE.  The inner propagator decreases the domain of 
density operators that is subjected to the outer propagator.  On this smaller domain, it was 
shown that the standard QBE does preserve positivity in an appropriate high-temperature 
regime [40 ] (see also [42] in connection with a spin system). 
   
A related notion is that of initial slips [5,12].  In this approach, an outer solution is in 
effect propagated backwards to the initial time to identify effective initial data.  However, 
one drawback of this approach is that the effective data need not be positive, and 
therefore propagation of the effective data using an outer propagator is not accurate in the 
inner limit.  Moreover, it is not clear whether all effective initial data become positive in 
the outer limit, though the techniques developed here could be used to answer this 
question. 
 
While autonomous QBE’s have a role to play, with best results achieved by decreasing 
the domain of initial conditions (through patching or with the use of effective initial 
data), it appears that autonomous equations yielding completely positive evolution do not 
enter, at least not for systems that are reduced from an underlying total Hamiltonian when 
the coupling is bilinear in position and the initial total state is uncorrelated.  For such 
systems, autonomous, completely positive QBEs cannot describe evolution initially.  
Moreover, it seems that if one wishes to describe the outer limit with an autonomous 
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QBE, the correct form is that of Eq. (1), or variants thereof [5,43], without a { } 
term. 
pp ,,⋅
 
It should be emphasized that these comments apply to a master equation obtained from 
Hamiltonian systems in the short time approximation, which leads to the QBE, not to a 
master equation obtained in the secular approximation, which leads to the quantum 
optical master equation [44].  In the former case, the course graining time is much 
smaller than natural system periods; in the latter, the course graining time is much larger 
than the natural system periods.  From a Brownian equation with no { }pp ,,⋅ term, it is 
possible to derive a quantum optical master equation and pick up such a term [21].  
However, for the quintessential Brownian particle, the free particle, which has an 
“infinite natural period,” there is no corresponding quantum optical master equation. 
 
For Hamiltonian formulations, better approaches for studying quantum Brownian motion 
would involve finding uniform approximations for the coefficients in the associated exact 
master equation that incorporate the inner and outer limits, and that transition seamlessly 
from one region to the other.  It is for this approach that the work herein is helpful.  The 
positivity conditions provided above can guide us in choosing uniform approximations 
for these coefficients that at once describe the inner and outer limits, and that preserve 
positivity. 
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Appendix 1 
 
The theorem in this appendix provides a necessary condition for positivity.  The proof is 
constructive, furnishing an initial state that evolves into a non-positive state under certain 
conditions.  Although the theorem is presented in a different manner than the one 
appearing in Ref. [26], it more or less contains the same substance.  To prove the 
theorem, we first need the following Lemma that yields some expectation values.  These 
values were presented in Ref. [26], but space considerations prevented a presentation of 
their derivation. 
 
Lemma 
 
For , suppose 0≥t
( ) ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }[ ] ( )tqptpqtpptqqtt σζζξηρ ,,,,,,,,exp * ⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−=    (58) 
where ( ) 0≥tη  and ( ) 0≥tξ are real continuous functions, ( )tζ is a complex function with 
continuous real and imaginary components and ( )tσ  is an allowable density operator. 
Suppose further that 
 .           (59) ( ) ( ) ( )ttt ξηζ ≤2Re
Then  
( ) ( ) 22 qtTrtq ρ≡  
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) ( )tt
tqtTre t ξζ
ζσζ
Im2
Im4exp12Im4 hhh −−+= − ,     (60) 
( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) ( )tt
tptTretp t ηζ
ζσζ
Im2
Im4exp1)( 2Im42 hhh −−+= −     (61) 
and 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) ( )tt
tpqqptTretpqqp t ζζ
ζσζ Re
Im
Im4exp1)( Im4 hhh −−++=+ − .  (62) 
Proof 
 
We shall only prove Eq. (60), as the proofs for the other two expectation values are 
similar. 
 
We have, suppressing the time-dependence, 
 { } { }( ) { } { } { } { }( )[ ]σζξηζρ qppqppqqqppqi ,,,,Re,,,,,,,,Imexp ⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−⋅−⋅=  (63) 
To factor out the dissipation, we use identity (20).  Using Table 1, we compute that 
 
{ } { }( ) { } { } { } { }( )
{ } { } { } { }( )qppqppqq
qppqppqqqppqi
,,,,Re,,,,
,,,,Re,,,,,,,,,
Im4
Im
⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−⋅−⋅−
ζξη
ζξηζ
ζ
h  
           (64) 
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with ζIm41 h−=r and ζ
ζ
Im4
1Im4
2 h
h −= er , we can apply relation (20) to arrive at 
{ } { }( )[ ] { } { } { } { }( )( ) σζξηζζρ
ζ
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅+⋅−⋅+⋅−−⋅−⋅= qppqppqqeqppqi ,,,,Re,,,,
Im4
1exp,,,,Imexp
Im4
h
h
                      (65) 
Now we seek to write 
{ } { } { } { }( ) { } { PPQQqppqppqq ,,,,,,,,Re,,,, ⋅+⋅=⋅+⋅−⋅+⋅ −+ hh ϖ }
λλϖζξη   (66) 
where ϖ , introduced to get the dimensions right, is an arbitrary positive parameter 
having dimensions of mass/time (e.g., for a harmonic oscillator, we can choose 
ωϖ m= ), and where  
0≥+λ , 0≥−λ , [ ]  and iPQ h=,
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
p
q
EC
FD
P
Q
ϖ ϖ
,        (67) 
the variables ( FEDC ,,,,, +− )λλ  being dimensionless.  These relations result in the 
following constraints 
( 22 CD −+ += λλ )ϖη h ,         (68) 
( 221 EF −+ += λλϖξ h ),              (69) 
( CEDF −+ +−= λλζ h
1Re )        (70) 
and 
1=−CFDE .                         (71) 
Note, too, that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imposes the inequality 
ζηξ 2Re≥ .          (72) 
We have four equations (68)-(71) and six variables ( )FEDC ,,,,, +− λλ ; therefore, two 
variables are independent.  Thus, there is no unique way to achieve the decomposition 
(66), but this will be of no consequence in what follows. 
 
Noting that , we have { } { }[ ] 0,,,,, =⋅⋅ PPQQ
{ } { }( )[ ] { } { } σϖ
λ
ζ
ϖλ
ζζρ
ζζ
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⋅−⋅= −+ PPeQQeqppqi ,,
Im4
1exp,,
Im4
1exp,,,,Imexp
Im4Im4
hhhh
hh
 
                       (73)  
In this form, we can readily compute the expectation values. 
{ } { }( )[ ] { } { } σϖ
λ
ζ
ϖλ
ζζ
ζζ
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⋅−⋅= −+ PPeQQeqppqiTrqq ,,
Im4
1exp,,
Im4
1exp,,,,Imexp
Im4Im4
22
hhhh
hh
           (74) 
Now consider the operator { } { }( )qppqi ,,,, ⋅−⋅ .  Its dual is { } { }( )qppqi ,,,,4 ⋅−⋅−h .  (This 
means { } { }( ) { } { }( )[ ]AqppqiTrqppqTrAi ,,,,4,,,, ⋅−⋅−=⋅−⋅ hρρ .)  Hence, 
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{ } { }( )[ ][ ] { } { } σϖλζϖλζζ
ζζ
ζ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⋅−⋅−= −+ PPeQQeqqppqiTreq ,,
Im4
1exp,,
Im4
1exp,,,,Imexp
Im4Im4
2Im42
hhhh
hh
h
 
           (75) 
We further note that if  is a symmetrized (Weyl-ordered) function of the operators 
q and p and 
( pqf , )
τ  is a real number then 
 { } { }( )[ ] ( ) ( )ττττ hhh 224 ,,,,,,exp peqefepqfqppqi =⋅−⋅ .     (76) 
 
Hence, 
 
{ } { } σϖ
λ
ζ
ϖλ
ζ
ζζ
ζ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−= −+− PPeQQeTrqeq ,,
Im4
1exp,,
Im4
1exp
Im4Im4
2Im42
hhhh
hh
h  
{ } { } σϖ
λ
ζ
ϖλ
ζϖ
ζζ
ζ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= −+− PPeQQeFPEQTre ,,
Im4
1exp,,
Im4
1exp1
Im4Im42
Im4
hhhh
hh
h  
           (77) 
where we used the inverse of Eq. (67),  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
P
Q
DC
FE
p
q
ϖ ϖ
1
,                   (78) 
to write down the last equation for 2q .  But for any scalar 0>τ  and any self-adjoint 
operator A, we have [45,25] 
{ } iuAiuAAA eeudue ρττ
π
πρ
τ −
∞
∞−
⋅− ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−= ∫ 4exp21
2
, .      (79) 
 
We can use this result twice, first for the exponential factor containing , and then 
for the factor containing { . Using Eq. 
{ QQ ,,⋅ }
}PP ,,⋅ (67) to revert back to original variables q and 
p, and then using relations (69) and (71), we finally obtain 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )
2Im
1 Im42Im42 t
t
eqtTretq
t
t ξ
ζσ
ζ
ζ hhh −− −+= . 
The foregoing Lemma is needed to prove the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 
 
For , suppose 0≥t
 ( ) ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }[ ] ( ) ( )UtUqptpqtpptqqtt 0,,,,,,,,exp * ρζζξηρ ⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−= † ( )t  (80) 
 
where ( ) 0≥tη  and ( ) 0≥tξ are real continuous functions, ( )tζ is a complex function with 
continuous real and imaginary components, and ( )tU  is a unitary operator with ( ) 10 =U . 
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We assume ( ) ( ) ( ) 0000 === ζξη and that ( )0ρ  is an allowable initial density operator.  
Suppose further that ( ) 0'Im >tζ , ( ) 0' >tη  and 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )'Im'Re''0 22 tttt ζζξη <−≤         (81) 
at some time .  Then there exists an allowable density operator 0'>t σ such that ( )'tρ is 
non-positive when ( ) .0 σρ =  
 
Proof 
First, we construct the allowable density operator U=σ † ( ) ( )'' tUt χ , where χ is the pure, 
allowable density operator corresponding to the Wigner function 
( ) ( ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −+−= pqpqqpW 2212322exp1, λλλπ hh ) ,      (82) 
such that  
( ) ( ) ,0ReIm 22222 >+−+≡ ληξζλζ hhpd       (83) 
0ReIm 2 >+ ζλζh ,          (84) 
where these last two and all other expressions in this proof are evaluated at time '  unless 
otherwise indicated, and 
t
1
2
2
2
3 4λ
λλ += h           (85) 
with 01 >λ  being specified below.  Note that for this Wigner function, the expectation 
values of and are 22 ,qp pqqp + ,3λ 1λ and 2λ , respectively. 
 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, let us first show that 1λ and 2λ with the foregoing 
restrictions exist.  We will consider the cases 0Re ≠ζ and 0Re =ζ separately. 
 
i) Assume first that .00Re >⇒≠ ηξζ Then, relation (83) is equivalent to 
( )( ) ( )( ) 0ReImIm2ReImReRe 2222222 >−+++−= ζηξζλζζηξζλζηξζζ hhhhpd . 
                    (86) 
If , then we choose a 0Re2 =−ηξζ 2λ such that ζ
ζζλζ
Im2
ReIm
2
2
hh >+ , and this 
ensures relations (83) and  (84) hold. 
 
 
Now, suppose  and consider 0Re2 ≠−ηξζ
 ( )( ) ( )( ) 222222 ReImIm2ReImRe ζηξζλζζηξζλζηξζ hhhh −+++−            (87) 
 
as a quadratic function in ζλζ ReIm 2+h .  Because the discriminant is positive, the 
quadratic has two real roots.  Since , the quadratic is concave down, and 0Re2 <−ηξζ
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moreover, because the largest root is positive, it is always possible to choose a 
0ReIm 2 >+ ζλζh such that . 0>pd
ii) Now assume  Then.Im00Re 2ζηξζ <≤⇒= ( ) ( )2222Im ληξζ +−= hhpd , and we 
see that if 0=ηξ then for any value of 0>pd ζλζ ReIm 2+h . So assume 0>ηξ .  Then 
( ) ( ) 0Im 2222 >+−= ληξζ hhpd  if ( ηξζηξλ −< 2
2
2
2 Im
h ) .  Moreover, 
0ReIm 2 >+ ζλζh , since we are assuming 0Re =ζ . 
 
To summarize, under the hypotheses of the theorem, it is always possible to find 2λ such 
that  and 0>pd 0ReIm 2 >+ ζλζh .  Below we assume 2λ is so chosen.  We now 
outline how 01 >λ is to be chosen. 
 
Consider the quadratic form in x: 
( ) ( )22222 41ReIm λξζλζη +++− hh xx .                                       (88) 
Its discriminant is .        0>pd
 
Therefore, the quadratic has two distinct real roots: 
( 2/12 ReIm21 pds ±+=± ζλζη h ).       (89) 
Also, because 0ReIm 2 >+ ζλζh , 0>η and 0≥ξ , the smaller root is non-negative 
and the larger root is positive.  We choose 
−s
+s
( ) .0
2
1
1 >+= +− ssλ          (90) 
Having chosen 1λ  and 2λ , we fix 3λ according to Eq. (85). 
 
Now note that 
( ) ( ) .0
4
1ReIm 22
2
12
2
1 <+++− λξλζλζηλ hh      (91) 
Multiplying by ( ) ( )⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−− ζ
ζ
λ
ζ
Im
Im4exp1Im4exp2
1
hhh and using Eq. (85), we get 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0ReIm
Im
Im4exp1Im4exp2 312 >−−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−− ξληλζλζζ
ζζ hhhh .           (92) 
Now introduce a parameter  
( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−+−
+=
ηζ
ζζλ
λ
Im2
Im4exp1Im4exp2 3
2/1
hhh
h w ,     (93) 
where is defined to be the left-hand side of inequality w (92).  By virtue of inequality 
(92), λ is real, and by construction, λ is a root that satisfies 
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( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
0
Im2
Im4exp1Im4exp4Im2
Im4exp1Im4exp
3
2
2
3 =
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−+−
−+−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−+−
ηζ
ζζλ
λληζ
ζζλ hhh
hhhhh w
           (94) 
 
In another vein, letting β be a real parameter, let us expand 
( ) TrtI ≡';,λβ ( )( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )[ ]ptiqtptiq ''' λβρλβ −+++  
.22222 qppqqpp +−+++= hλλββ      (95) 
 
But for evolution governed by Eq. (80), the results (60)-(62) of the previous Lemma 
apply.  Noting that at time 't  we have  
( ) UtUTrq σλ '21 = † (  ,        (96) )'t( ) ( ) UtUpqqpTr σλ '2 += † ( )'t  ,       (97) 
and ( ) UtUTrp σλ '23 = † (                                (98) )'t
we obtain 
 
 ( )';, tI λβ
( )[ ] ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ] .
Im2
Im4exp1
Im2
Im4exp1
Re
Im
Im4exp1
Im2
Im4exp1
1
Im4
3
Im42
2
Im4
3
Im42
ξζ
ζλληζ
ζλλ
ζζ
ζλβηζ
ζλβ
ζζ
ζζ
hhhhh
hhhh
hh
hh
−−++−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−++
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−++⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−+=
−−
−−
ee
ee
   
           (99) 
Considering the right hand side of Eq. (99) as a quadratic function in β , we conclude 
that  provided the discriminant satisfies 0';, <⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ − tI βλ
 
( )[ ]
( )[ ]
( )[ ]
( )[ ] 0
Im2
Im4exp1
Im2
Im4exp1
Im2
Im4exp14
Re
Im
Im4exp1
1
Im4
22
3
Im4
3
Im4
2
2
Im4
>
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
−−++−
−−+
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−+−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−+
−
−
−
−
ξζ
ζλλ
ηλζ
ζλλ
ηζ
ζλ
ζζ
ζλ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
hhh
hh
hh
hh
h
h
h
h
e
e
e
e
 
 
           (100) 
and provided  lies between the two roots of the right hand side of Eq. 
_β (99), which are 
both real when inequality (100) is imposed.  It is straightforward but tedious to show that 
when Eqs. (85) and (94) hold, inequality (100) is equivalent to the simpler inequality 
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( ) ( ) ( ) 2''' ttt ζξη < , which is part of assumption (81). We have thus shown that with the 
foregoing assumptions, ( ';, tI )βλ  is negative when λ and β  are given by expression (93) 
and , respectively. This implies 
_β ( )'tρ  is non-positive, which completes the proof. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Here we show that the exact solution (44), 
( )
{ } { }
( ) { } ( ) { } ⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+−⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−−
⋅+⋅
−= pqRiXqpRiX
ppX
m
qqmY
R
Rt
,,1
2
1,,1
2
1
,,1,,
12
lnexp)(
2
.
2
.22
2
hhh
ρ       
( ) ( ) ( )tMtMtN ~~ 0)( ρ× † †)(tN ,        
      
can be re-written in manifestly positive form as 
( ) ( ) { }
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⋅⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+−−= − BBRXXYRRtI ,,1
2
1
4
111ln
2
1
2
lnexp 2
2/12.
2
2
hρ
( ) { } ( )0,,1
2
1
4
111ln
2
1exp ††2
2/12.
2 ρ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+−× − BBRXXYR h   
where †( ) ~MtI =ρ ( ) †t N ( )  and where time-dependent B satisfies 
†
t ( ) ( ) ( )tMtNt ~ρ
( ) BtB ,[ ( ) 1] =t .   
 
To this end, we first note the following properties of the unitary operators M and N [25]: 
)(tN † q )(tN p
m
FEq ω−=           (101) 
)(tN † p )(tN Cqm +−= Dpω          (102) 
where 
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
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⎝
⎛
−⎟⎠
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⎛ −+⎟⎟
⎟
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⎜
⎝
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⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+⎟⎟
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⎠
⎞
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⎟⎟
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⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
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⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
hhhhhh
hhhhhh
hhhhhh
.2
2.
2
2..
2
2
2.2.
1
XXYXXY
XYXXYX
XYXXYX
FE
DC
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
 
            (103) 
and 
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~
M † ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ += pFAAD
m
qFADA
R
tMqt ωω /1/1)( ....~      (104) 
~
M † ( ) ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ += pEAACqEACAm
R
tMpt
....~ 1)( ωω      (105) 
where 
..2.
AAAR −= (we assume Γ≥ 3α to ensure that the last radicand is positive).  The 
combined action of M and N may be obtained from the preceding results: 
~
M † Nt)( † ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ += Ap
m
qA
R
tMtqNt 11
.~
      (106) 
~
M † Nt)( † ( ) ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ += pAqAm
R
tMtpNt
...~ 1
      (107) 
 
Using these relations, we can slide the unitary operators to the outside in expression (44) 
to obtain 
( ) ( )
{ }
( ) { }
( ) { }
{ }
( )0
,,1
,,1
2
1
2
1
,,1
2
1
2
1
,,
12
lnexp
..2.
2
22
...2.....
22
...2.....
....2..2.
222
2
ρρ
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −++
⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−++
⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−++
⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+
−=
ppXAAXAYA
m
qpRRiXAAAYAAXAA
pqRRiXAAAYAAXAA
qqXAAXAYAm
RR
RtI
h
h
h
 
           (108) 
 
The exponent is of the form  { } { } { } { }ppbqpcpqcqqa ,,,,,,,, * ⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅− ,      (109) 
 
with and being real parameters, and c  being complex, and we wish to write this as a b
 { } { } { } { } { } BkBBkppbqpcpqcqqa {,,,,,,,,,, 21* −⋅−=⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅− † B,,⋅ †} { } { uptquptqksprqsprqk }+⋅+−+⋅+−≡ ,,,, 21      (110) 
 
where BB,[ †]=1,  and .  Here, 01 ≥k 02 ≥k tsr ,, and u are complex parameters with 
components , etc. We have ten variables 21 irrr += ( )2121212121,rr ,,,,,,,, kkuuttss  that can 
depend on time, but they are not all independent. Since we must have , 
we obtain the relations and , which allows us to remove four dependent 
variables leaving us with six variables, say
puqtsprq ** +=+
*tr = *us = ( )212121 ,,,,, kkssrr , but these are still not 
independent.  The last commutator gives us 
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i
stru h
1=− .          (111) 
We also have 
022
2
1 ≥+= tkrka          (112) 
022
2
1 ≥+= ukskb          (113) 
and ( )utksrkc *2*1 +−=          (114) 
from which the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 
2cab ≥ .          (115) 
It is convenient to switch to polar coordinates 
 
θieRr '=           (116) 
and 
φieSs '= .          (117) 
 
Eqs. (111)-(114) give us 
 
2/1
21
' ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+= kk
aR                     (118) 
2/1
21
' ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+= kk
bS          (119) 
( )ckk Im212 h=−          (120) 
( ) ( )( )21''
Recos
kkSR
c
+−=−θφ         (121) 
and 
( )
''2
1sin
SRh=−θφ ,         (122) 
whence 
( ) ( )c
kk
Re2
tan 21h
+−=−θφ ,        (123) 
with .0 πθφ ≤−≤  Moreover, Eqs. (121) and (122) yield  
( )( ) ,Re2 2/1221 cabkk −=+ h  
where we assume for . ( ) 0Re2 >− cab 0>t
Summarizing, of the six variables ( )1212 ,,,,',' kkkkSR −++− θφθφ , all are fixed  except 
for θφ + . 
 
 
With the foregoing in mind, let us rewrite Eq. (108) as 
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( ) exp=tIρ { } { } { } { }( )ppbqpcpqcqqa ,,,,,,,, * ⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅− ( )0ρ  
exp= { } BkBBk {,,( 21 −⋅− † B,,⋅ †}) ( )0ρ      (124) 
where and can be picked off from the exponent of Eq. ba, c (108) and where there exists 
some freedom in how we can choose B reflecting the one aforementioned independent 
angle variable that we have at our disposal. Using the commutation relation { } BBB {,,,[ ⋅ † B,,⋅ †}] { } BBB {,,(2 +⋅−= † B,,⋅ †}) 
⇒  { } { } BBBBB {,,,,,[ +⋅⋅ † B,,⋅ †}] { } BBB {,,(2 +⋅−= † B,,⋅ †}), 
which can be obtained from BB,[ † ]=1, and using relation (20), we can separate the 
raising and lowering operators in Eq. (124): 
( ) ( ) { }
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
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⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−+−−=
−
BB
kk
ekkkt
kk
I ,,11ln
2
1exp
12
2
212
12ρ  
( )
B
kk
ek
kk
{11ln
2
1exp
12
2
2
12
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−+⎢⎣
⎡−×
−
† B,,⋅ † ] ( )0} ρ  
Heeding Eq. (120) and ( )( ) 2/1221 Re2 cabkk −=+ h , which leaves us one independent 
variable to fix B, we obtain Eq. (46). 
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Appendix 3 
 
Here we show that is invariant under metaplectic transformations.  The well-known 
metaplectic operators, M, are unitary operators that give rise to linear transformations of 
the canonical operators [
μ
μuu
46]: 
M † M
p
q
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ = ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
p
q
DC
BA
         (125) 
with  
1=− BCAD .          (126) 
 
Now suppose we subject a propagator of density operators, , where is the 
exponent of Eq. 
)(tLe )(tL
(21), to a metaplectic transformation: 
MeL ≡' †[ eL MM ⋅( †)]M            (127) 
We can compute this action explicitly: 
{ } { } { } { }
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           (128) 
 
where  
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w
.      (129) 
This last expression is obtained by inserting the metaplectic operators in (127) into the 
exponent of and computing terms like Le M † MMq ⋅,{ † Mq}, , etc.  After collecting 
terms, we arrive at Eq. (129).  From this last result and Eq. (48), it is straightforward but 
tedious to show . μμ
μ
μ uuuu =''
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